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There really is nothing nicer than a beautifully crafted leather sofa and the most famous leather sofa
that remains so very popular today is theÂ Chesterfield Sofa.Â  The style of sofa is steeped in history
and was an ingenious design for sumptuous seating that has stood the test of time.Â  Chesterfields
are available nowadays in all sorts of different material finishes â€“ but it is the leather Chesterfield that
remains synonymous with those early designs and that continue to add character to many homes.Â 
There are so many leather sofas available now that is difficult to select just the right one.Â  Years ago
leather was only available in a few colour ways but with more recent dying techniques a
leatherÂ Chesterfield sofaÂ can be created in a whole multitude of leather finishes.

This advancement in leather dying techniques means that the classic style of a Chesterfield can be
made available to suit any home and any dÃ©cor.Â  They are of course still available in those early
classic colours of brown, red and green â€“ but how about a Chesterfield in vibrant blue, beautiful
purple grape, or for a very contemporary look for a classic piece of furniture, jet black leather.Â  The
Chesterfield with its classic low back was the height of sophistication when it was first designed â€“ but
even today this sofa design in one of the more contemporary leather finishes is still a sophisticated
piece of furniture that alludes to modernity in many homes.

The jet black Chesterfield sofa can look amazing in homes that have gone for a more contemporary
atmosphere.Â  Pale wooden floors help to set off this particular piece of furniture and by adding a
touch of striking colour to the room in terms of a strategically placed vase or a modern art print the
whole ambience is modern living with a classical twist.Â  The low back of theÂ Chesterfield sofaÂ also
helps to maintain lines in a room â€“ an important aspect of minimalist room dÃ©cor.Â  No wonder the
Chesterfield lives on as one of the most magnificent pieces of furniture ever designed.Â  It was
obviously quite ingenious for a sofa to be designed that could remain popular regardless of
changing styles in other furniture pieces and more importantly to be a design that fits ideally into any
surrounding.

There is something special about the Chesterfield but for many having a handcrafted Chesterfield
suite is most appealing.Â  The design is absolutely maintained, being that of the original Chesterfields
but now created with superior products.Â  Chesterfield sofas will remain extremely popular and can
be supplemented by beautiful Chesterfield chairs too.Â  For people looking to furnish larger rooms
there is a whole variety of alternatives available in the Chesterfield range, from 4 seater sofas to
smaller 2 seater sofas â€“ that can look amazing as a pair in a room and create a modern style that is
different to the traditional 3 piece suites.Â  Experimenting with the modern colours that the leather is
now available in can help create a stunning room.

About Saxon Chesterfield Lyons

One of the largest manufacturers of leather furniture in the UK. With an extensive range of
chesterfield sofas, leather sofas and leather armchairs in stock you will be sure to find something to
suit your living room.

We have been building high-quality leather furniture here in the UK for over 20 years. One of our
most popular choices is the Leather Chesterfield Sofa. This classic style is available in a variety of
different colours and finishes.

Our leather furniture is not just popular in the UK, our leather Chesterfield Sofas have even been
requested by hotels, offices and embassies from New York to Kuala Lumpur!
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